
ION Enterprise 5.5 Service Pack 2 - June 2006  

IMPORTANT: You must have ION Enterprise 5.5 Service Pack 1 (SP1) already installed on your machine before attempting to install Service 

Pack 2 (SP2).   

If you are running ION Enterprise 5.5 and do not have SP1, you can request your ION Enterprise 5.5 Service Pack 1 CD. 

If you are running ION Enterprise 5.0 or older versions, please contact your local sales representative for upgrade information.  

ION Enterprise 5.5 Service Pack 2 includes the following changes: 

Feature Enhancements:  

 Rework of the Downstream Device Assistant so that it can be used to assign data to both physical and downstream sources  

 Vista will cache Advanced Security credentials on a per-user basis  

 Add the 8600 to the list of devices in the file used for OPC by the 'Update OPC Server' option in the Management Console  

 Management Console will no longer filter on protocol when displaying list of device types for either Ethernet or Serial site.  This allows a device type that is 

defined as serial to be added as a ModTCP device in the case where this device will be addressed by ION E via ModTCP even though it is on a serial loop  

 Add 8xxx v260 node diagram and framework files to ION Enterprise  

Performance Improvements: 

 Improved database archiving performance  

 Improvements to system performance when there are many requests for many devices  

 Performance improvements when trimming large system log databases  

 Improve performance of the OPC Server in large systems requesting many OPC tags  

Problem Corrections: 

 Improvements to Device Upgrader so that Rapid Meter Programming will not have trouble with offline modules  

 Improvements to the PQDif Exporter so it will run scheduled jobs in all timezones  

 Improved robustness of the ION OPC Server  

 ION Services will now run on XPSP2 and Windows 2003 SP1 without generating DCOM errors and do not require manual configuration using DCOM config  

 Improvements to the VIP Sliding Window Demand module  

 Corrections to the PowerMeter and RevenueMeter sets of Vista diagrams  

 Correct missing shortcuts problem in PowerMeter_V3.1.0.cfg node diagram file used by 7550/7650 devices  

Database Manager Improvements: 



 Allow alarming on databases larger than 2 Gb for those using SQL Server rather than MSDE  

 Enhancements to the SQL Editor - allow querying a second ION_Data database, and provide feedback for queries that return no result set  

 Database Manager will now show archives by default  

 Database Manager improvements to allow display of all jobs even when a custom job is added  

Designer improvements:  

 During framework pasting, the last path used will be remembered  

 Registry setting to control width of toolbox tray so that large numbers of modules can be viewed  

Improvements to Log Inserter usability: 

 The '-a' argument is no longer required by the Log Inserter service  

 Improved processing of 3720 snapshot recorders that use SWD and Predicted demand parameters  

 Log Inserter Diagnostics are reset if a problem is corrected  

 The VIP Data Monitor module is no longer traversed to detect downstream data  

 'Reclaimed Program Ids' system log message has been removed when it is a result of normal operation  

 Correct detection of downstream data logged via the VIP Modbus Import module  

 Added support for using bigint for DataLogStampID to prevent a large system from running out of DataLogStampIDs  

 Correct possible problem that generates 'failed to write config info to database because Object reference not set to an instance of an object' error in syslog  

Improvements to Reporter and Default Reports: 

 Drop down box presenting log names will be wide enough to display entire name  

 Multiple instances of Reporter running the Energy and Demand report will be successful  

 Power Quality report has been reworked to correct some outstanding issues  

 Energy and Demand report will correctly process fall DST transition  

 


